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Scared Straight



What are the most effective causes?

● Great in scale (it affects many people’s lives, by a great amount)
● Highly neglected (few other people are working on addressing the problem)
● Highly solvable (additional resources will do a great deal to address it)



Addressing HIV 



Philosophy of the Movement
● Transparency, evidence, and reason vs emotional response
● Decrease suffering and death
● Egoist aspect-- “warm glow givers”
● Self sacrifice? 
● Traditional tithe

● QALY’s and DALY’s
○ DALY = YLL + YLD (years of life lost due to premature death + years of life lost due to 

disability)
■ YLL = N x L
■ YLD = I x DW x L or P x DW



Effective Altruism Centers
● 80,000 Hours
● Charity Science 
● Centre for Effective Altruism 
● Effective Altruism Foundation
● GiveWell 
● Students for High Impact Charity
● The Life You Can Save 



● Carbon dioxide levels are at their highest in 650,000 years

● Earth’s surface temperature rising

● Sea level has risen and will continue to rise

● Weather effects, ocean acidification, etc



● Climate Justice involves moral concerns about fairness and 
the distribution of benefits and burdens in climate change 

● Energy Poverty: when a group/area lacks reliable sources of 
energy sufficient to secure clean water and adequate sanitation 
services, run schools and hospitals, and develop the industrial 
capacity needed to lift people out of poverty

● Adaptation: coping with the effects of climate change
● Mitigation: slow and reverse the accumulation of greenhouse 

gases in the atmosphere





● UN Framework Convention 1992

Moral basis: developed nations both contribute to climate change + will benefit from 
the policy the most

1) Responsibility divided among nations, not individuals
2) Heaviest burden must fall on developed nations

Critics: why not focus on individuals? “Polluter pays principle”

But is climate change different? 



The Milgram Experiment



Project MKUltra (and others)



Harlow’s Monkeys



The Pit of Despair



Little Albert



Bobo Doll 



Timeline
● 1945: Science: The Endless Frontier, Vannevar Bush for President Roosevelt.

● 1947: The Nuremberg Code, the first international code of ethics for research on human 

subjects, is adopted.

● 1960’s/70’s- animal rights movement

● National Research Act in 1973, which President Nixon signs in 1974. 

○ IRB

○ NIH and FDA 


